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The rapid accumulation of 
compelling evidence that 
chiropractic is a public health 
hazard has been documented again 
and again. Medicine and the 
scientific com~unity have been 
contented since chiropractic's birth 
in 1895 that it is an unscientific 
cult whose practitioners lack the 
needed training and education to 
diagnose and treat human disease. 
Despite ·medicine's attempts to be 
objective and factual .about its 
conclusions, however, there has 
been the expected argument by 
chiropractic that these simply were 
self -serving declarations by 
medicine . From this point forward, 
this paper will intend to be a 
scientific brief against chiropractic 
reflecting only documented and 
factual information. 

The International Chiropractors 
Associa: tiori defines chiropractic as 
follows: 

The philosophy of chiropractic is 
based upon the assumption that 
disease is due to pressure, strain, or 
tension upon the spinal cord or 
spinal nerves, as a result of bony 
segments of the --··rtebral column 
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September's Girl of the Month is 
Linda Roberts, a 25-year-old senior 
med student. She currently 
outranks her husband, Mike, who, 
despite a Ph.D. in Neurology, was 
recently demoted to freshman 
medical student. Somehow, though, 
we don't think Mike is complaining. 

deviating from their normal 
juxtaposition. 

The practice of chiropractic 
consists of an analysis of any 
interference with normal nerve 
transmission and expression and the 
correction thereof by an 
adjustment, with the hands, of any 
abnormal deviations of the bony 
articulations of the vertepral 
column for the restoration ·and 
maintenance of health without the 
use of drugs or surgery. The term 
analysis is construed to· include the 
use of x-ray and other analytical 
instruments _generally used in the 
practice of chiropractic. · 

The cult of chiropractic 

(See CHEESE, Page 4) 

"All That Is Potted May Not Be Crocked" 

BySTEVEPATTERSON 
Working in an emergency room, 

or emergency services department 
as it is referred to at University 
Hospital, is quite an experience . 
The following is a partially 
censored (to protect the innocent), 
but still certified true list of some 
of the more interesting presenting 
complaints to the U.H. Emergency 
Room over a .period of eight 
months, compiled with the help of 
Dr. Gail (Wonder Woman) Miller 
and the UHER staff. 

There are several categories that 
ER complaints fall into. This one is 
What is called chronic emergencies, 
the ones that have been 

smouldering for a while and the 
patient just .hasn't had the time to 
get to the doctor. 

* Dropped block of ice on foot 6 
years ago, now right foot hurts. 

* Bit by scorpion last · night at 
Clarks Hill, began hurting today. 

* Crying, won't sleep, won't play 
with other children. 
(arrived ER 4:45AM) 

* Headache, nervous, knot on 
breast for three months. 

Every ER has its share of 
OB-G YN complaints, some 

. (See EMERGENCY, Page 5) 

Governor Busbee has designated October "Energy Conservation 
Month." In keeping with our patriotic duty, the CADAVER is 
providing the cartoon below as a reminder to save energy. Students are 
encouraged to clip the cartoon and affix it to any appropriate surface. 
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by Henry Wynn 

SAVE ENERGY! 
Share your electric blanket with a friend (or two)! 
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The Lighter Side Of 
Physicians Who Smoke 

OR 
"Do What I Say And NotWhat l Do" 

ByRAYMONDO 

"Goddammit, J onesy, quit 
bucking so frigging hard and . open 
up or I can't suction your chest 
out!" Jonesy obviously couldn't 
come back with an equally witty 
reply because at the time he was as 
blue as a Hula girl on an Iceberg, his 
chest was rattling like Hurricane 
Zelda, and in addition to his 
already indwelling N-G tube, there 
was an endotracheal suction tube 
blocking the only other available 
orifice at the top of his neck Thus 
impaired he managed a few 
half-hearted choking sounds and 
continued to gag against the 
18-gauge French. 

A few minutes later when the 
tube was removed, Jonesy was a 
little more soCiable, and between 
wheezes he attempted some 
perfunctory conversation. "Jesus 
Christ, Doc, my throat feels like the 
whole Russian army walked down 
it in their sock feet. How long I 
gotta go through all this· shit?" 

"Hard to say, my man. We're 
trying to open your lungs up with a 
little Choledyl and keep you 
cleaned out so that we can keep 
your oxygen level up where the 
blood gas machin·e doesn't go TILT 
when it measures your blood. Been 
pissing those technicians off down 
there to no end." 

"Come on, Doc, let me have it 
straight." 

"Well, it's like this: You've been 
fagging the ol' weed about sixty of 
your seventy-eight years, Jonesy, 
and according to what you tell me, 
for the last twenty or so of 'em, 
you've been in and out of hospitals 
about once, sometimes twice a year 
with the "crud." Seems like by now 
you'd be goddamn used to having 
this tube shoved down your 
windpipe." 

"Go fry your ass, Doc." 
"No shit, Jonesy, look at it this 

way. You've been short of breath 
for going on thirty years and the 
only way that you could screw 
anybody regularly is with 
somebody to hold your hips and 
somebody else to make that ol' 
lady of yours hump, usually by 
holding a blowtorch under her. 
Course, far be it from me to talk 
about other peoples' perversions. 
Folks probably think that I actually 
enjoy getting your goddamn 
phlegm all over me. Shit, I smell 
like somebody boiled a goat." 

"And the hilarious thing, you 
stupid ol' boob, is that you 
continue to smoke. Your ash tray is 
full of butts, and no matter how 
much we try to tell you, everytime 

(See LIGHTER SIDE, Page 4) 
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The Great Wall Of Medicine - q3h 
By bjr 

(This is the dramatic conclusion to last month's article, Rude Awakening!, which 
was a heart-rending episode of a virgin JMS' stay in Talmadge as a patient.) 

As I lay in my fancy, 
automatic-controlled hospital bed, 
feeling the warm plaster drying on my 
leg, floating through euphoric, Demerol 
consciousness, I wondered what had 
happened in the operating room. I was 
supposed to have had a spinal, my main 
reason being to seek new cosmic highs 
on Demerol and having an operation 
done to my person at the same time. 
But, the anesthesiologist evidently didn't 
want me around.- He K.O.'d me. 

Now, all I had to look forward to was 
four months of agony, not being able to 
walk or run through the cool Augusta 
summer breezes that frequent the 
Talmadge parking lot. I had no idea what 
time it was, and it seemed like I would 
never see my leg again. 

A few friends dropped in a couple 
hours after. I had returned from 
Recovery. I was oblivious to their 
conversations, not being fully 
"recovered" from all the junk that had 
been put in my veins in the past several 
hours. One buddy brought by a 
mountain of brownies and frosted cake 
squares. I couldn't believe all of them. 
When the news spread to my fellow 
classmates on the other floors, my visitor 
population increased steadily. 

I dozed off. 
When ·I awoke there was a radio 

blaring somewhere close to my head. I 
looked over to the previously-vacant, 
semi-private bed, and there sat my new 
semi-private roommate. A young black 
dude of 23, snapping his fingers to the 
"Radio-Disco," staring at the room's 
poster of the Eiffel Tower. As he sensed 
my conscious presence, he turned and 
commenced to talking. I couldn't really 
understand him at first, because of the 
particular oral surgery operation done to 
him. But, he was on his last leg of his 
hospital stay, leaving next week. 

Slowly, something began to make 
itself known in my sensory cortex. Pain 
was creeping back into the wound they 
had inflected on me earlier that same 
day. All I could think about was not 
letting the pain cause me to lose control. 
A quick buzz to the nurses. "Sorry, Mr. 
bjr, but we can only give you pain 
medication every three hours, and you 
have another 40 minutes. Click." I 
reached over to the stand by the bed, 
pulled out my trusty $5.00 
pocket watch and tied it to the bed rail. 
My first countdown had begun. 

One of the amazing things about 
modern American medicine is its view of 
pain relief. All the problems started with 
the medical professionals of America 
addicting several million people to 
morphine and cocaine in the 
Post-War-Between-the-States era. It 
seemed as though no one knew of the 
addictive power of these drugs. 

Well, as man moved west and left his 
friendly M.D. pusher, all he had was 
alcohol and a rusty bullet to bite on as a 
buddy would dig out an arrow with a 
knife. As modern times came along, the 
M.D. obtained ·methods of cutting into 
the body without the patient feeling any 
pain. Anesthesiology' Tah-Dah! But, due 
to his previous mishandling of pain 
killers in the past, the pa lien t was the 
one to summer. He could not receive 
that mind-soothing, conscious-melting, 
pain-killing drug that came from the 
Middle East. Now, we still can get a little 

morphine and Demerol, but no one in 
the good o le USA can legally receive the 

(See GREAT WALL, Page 9) 

LEITE I 
TOTH~ 11. £l 

ED ITO~ 

Sirs: 
I have two complaints about the 

state of affairs · as concern bo th 
Uni versity Repository and Hospital 
and also the so-called mail roo m. 

( 1) The new dress code at 
University is just typical of the shit 
that medical students have come to 
expect over . there, from that 
Amazqn who runs the O.R. to the 
latest outrages concerning hair 
length, type of pants to be worn , 
etc. The hell with them. Let them 
hire slaves at minimum wages! 

(2) Would it be so much trouble 
for the old ladies in the mail room 
to be given a few books of stamps 
to sell. Restaurants, drugstores, etc. 
sell them, so why can 't our 
god damn mail room ? I'm sure that 
with training and patience, 
someone in there· could sell stamps. 
Jumping collard green s! 

Ruby Vera 

P.S. Who is Augusta Suggs? 

Although your letter is brief, one may 
ascertain from it three key pieces of 
information about your character: 

1. You feel threatened by Amazons; 
therefore, you are a male chauvinist. 
2. Your nom de plume translates as 
"True Red"; therefore,. you are a 
communist. 
3. You think collards have the ability 
to jump; therefore, you are a Yankee. 

Now that we are aware of your true 
nature you male chauvinist-yankee- · 
communist, we can appropriately 
respond to your complaints. First, we 
are ignorant of the "new dress codes at 
University" you refer to. If you would 
provide us with a copy we will comment 
further. Second, the campus mail room 
is a distribution center - not a U.S. Post 
Office. The extra personnel and hassle 
required for them to sell stamps· is not 
worth the benefit to those few people 
who are unable to buy a book of stamps 
at the real post office. For those few 
who are willing to pay 25¢ for 154 worth 
of stamps, a vending machine located 
adjacent to the mail room might be in 
order. 

Note to Student Council: Recommend 
contracting to locate a stamp vending 
machine outside the mail room to cash 
in on the local suckers. If they'll pay 254 
to cash checks they surely will pay a 104 
surcharge on stamps. 

- Eds. 

P.S. Only upon threat of death or harsh 
words will we reveal the identity of 
Augusta Suggs. 
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... THE LIGHTER SIDE OF PHYSICIANS WHO SMOKE 
that I come in here you look like 
the smokestack at Continental 
Can." 

Reaching across the table the 
well-meaning physician pulled out 
the old man's Ia teral chest x-ray 
and said, "See here, you old turkey , 
you could use this damn diaphrage 
shadow of yours for a straight edge. 
The boys down in radiology use 
your chest x-rays to frighten little 
children. And what's so crazy about 
this is that it looked much the same 
way twenty years ago, when you 
still stood a chance of retaining 
some semblance of a normal lung. 
But still you kept on smoking; your 
brains wouldn't fill a rat's ass." 

"Well Jesus H., Doc, what was I 
to do? The feller that told me to 
quit smoking about twenty years 
ago was sitting right there with a 
cigarette in every hole in his body. 
First time I ever saw anybody blow 
smoke out of his . .. " 

"NEVER MIND THAT , you 
stupid old geezer." 

thing with two fingers. You guys 
sure got some class." 

"Get serious, Jonesy. If you 
knew which way was up back then, 
you shoulda quit. You couldn't 
breathe worth a cra p then , and even 
if some old fool do ctor was 
smoking, you should have listened 
to him." 

"Let me tell you something, you 
young basta rd. Smoking has been a 
part of my life about three times 
longer than you've been alive, and I 
don't need some goddamn youngass 
smartass to come in here and make 
me feel any worse than I feel 
already." 

"Okay man , keep your pants on. 
I'll stay off your back, mainly 
because there isn't much I can offer 
you other than my pleasant, witty 
conversation. You and those leather 
bag lungs of yours will just have to 
roll the dice. So, how's the family? 
Is that goddamn grandson of yours 
still in jail for ... " 

doctors were even hitting an artery. 
He was pale, tachypneic, sweaty, 
shivering, and frightened. His 
fingers were blue, and he struggled 
violently against the overwhelming 
multitude of secretions that were 
drowning him. His thready pulse 
already threatened ominously to 
cease at any moment, his tired, 
overworked, and hypoxic heart on 
the sour side of the Starling curve. 

And yet, through it all, J onesy 
was awake. He saw the young 
doctor trying to fine: another vein 
in the swollen , infiltrated arms of 
his patient, striving to get that last 
bit of Aminophylline into those 
veins that needed a few more 
aerated alveoli to meet the so 
severely comp remised metabolic 
demand of Jonesy's emacia ted 
frame. He saw his blue fin gers, his 
struggling barrel chest , and th\! cold 
accepting glances of the nurses and 
orderlies that stood around. 
"They've seen a lot like me come 
and go ," he thought. 

Even so there was one med ical 
student still fighting. He threw 
away the fifth Angiocath and 
reached for another , cursing his 

ineptitude and lack of experience. 
He was curious why there were no 
more experienced personnel around 
trying to pull this man out, but in 
his mind his brief experience on the 
wards told him that the dea th of 
this man had long ago been 
accepted, even back when an old 
doctor who chain smoked tried to 
reason with Jonesy. 

Jonesy's eyes were glazing over 
with the onrush of death. Calmly 
he accepted his fate, just as he had 
years ago when he first heard of his 
emphysema, and the last thing he 
saw was a little glistening_ drop fall 
onto his pale , clammy hand which 
was held in the despairing grasp of a 
young doct9r who wept bitter tears 
for a forgotten old man. 

The narcosis of excess C02 and 
severe hypoxia eventually relaxed 
t he old man's struggling body to a 
peaceful sleep in which all the 
organs rest from their labors. And, 
meanwhil e, a young man thought 
of an old man who might have been 
very hard to live without and of 
another old man who blew the 
chance to save someon·e else's. life 
so many years ago. 

"No kidding, Doc. That ol' feller 
just sat there staring me down and 
saying that I was killing myself, and 
the whole time you shoulda seen 
him, just alighting one right after 
the other. Never saw anybody who 
could manage the whole frigging 

It was very early in the day , or 
very late depending on your 
outlook. J onesy had responded 
poorly to bronchodilators, postural 
drainage with suction, and anti
biotics. His p02, usually a consist
ent 48-50 mmHg, was less than 
40, making it hard to tell if the ... CHEESE & QUACKERS 
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WINE MAKING SUPPLIES - CHEESES 
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106 Georgia Avenue I North Augusta , S.C. I Phone 279-9522 

originated in 189 5 in Davenport, 
Iowa when one Daniel David 
Palmer allegedly cured a janitor's 
deafness by "adjusting" the spine -
thereby "discovering'·' a new 
method of healing. Following 
Palmer's "discovery" a new cult 
was begun. He instituted courses in 
chiropractic - a name he derived 
from the Greek meaning lit erally 
"done by hand." The courses in 
chiropractic eventually evolved into 
schools of chiropractic, so at one 
time there were several hundred 

9 Georgia Railroad Bank 
and Trust AUGUSTA , GEORGIA 

Helping. 
ThatSwhat 

friends 
are for. 

Member FDIC 

chiropractic schools in existence in 
the United States. These early 
schools of chiropractic, many cif 
them short lived, offered Doctor of 
Chiropractic (D.C.) degrees by mail 
or in exchange for a few weeks or 
months of "study." 

This study included , for the most 
part, techniques in salesmanship 
rather than scientific training·, an d 
promoted chiropractic as a cure for 
every sort of malady. To this day, 
its cult philosophy of following the 
precepts of its founder , D. D. 
Palmer, has not changed 
appreciably. 

The medical profession also 
con tends that the chiropractic 
concept of disease is unsupported 
by scientific facts, and that the 
causes of infections and other 
diseases cannot be exp lained by the 
chiropractic theory that disease. is 
caused by a subluxation (partia l 
dislocation) in the spinal column. 

Chiropractic standards actually 
fall short of professional training on 
two counts: (I) the length of 
training and (2) the quality of 
i .Rstruction. The educational 
background of !50 chiropractors 
picked at random who were granted 
licenses by the Kentucky legislature 
was checked with the following 
results : 

Grade School : 148 graduated, one 
finished 7th grade , one finished 5th 
grade ~or a total of 15 0. 

High School: 60 graduated, 12 had 
three years. 21 had two years and 
20 had one year, 11 had I Y2 years 
and 36 had no high school for a 

(See CHEESE, Page 7) 
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Contingency Management In The Development 
And Maintenance Of Case Study Writing Behavior 

Toward the end of each session 
during Summer Quarter 1975, there 
was noted to be an increase among 
graduate nursing students of some 
depressive behaviors such as verbal 
statements of dysphoria, fatigue, 
and other somatic complaints. It 
was hypothesized that a low rate of 
positive reinforcement was acting as 
an eliciting stimulus for various 
responses which in turn had 
operant consequences by setting 
the occasion for the depressive 
behaviors. 

Case study writing skills, defined 
as the emission of case study 
writing behaviors which are 
positively reinforced by faculty, 
were seen as an area of · deficit 
especially important in the 
d evelopment of depressive 
behaviors. The main goals of 
tre a tmen t were to restore an 
adequate schedule of positive 

By M. PERKINS, M. J. ROBERTS & J . WILLIAMS 

reinforcement for the individual 
nurse by training her to emit 
behaviors which are likely to be 
positively reinforced by faculty and 
to engage in activities which are 
intrinsically rewarding for her. 

The first step in developing this 
behavioral engineering program 
was, of course, to have the subjects 
involved identify what behavioral 
acquisition interested them most. 
The consensus was: Case Study 
Writing Behavior. 

The second step involved the 
development of an effective list of 
reinforcers. This proved to be an 
especially difficult area in ~hich to 
work , since the subjects 
self-reinforce to a great extent, a 
fact which makes it difficult for 
them to place adequate reinforcers 
in the hands of others. After some 
discussion, it was decided that the 

. following reinforcers were potent 

enough to work: 

I. The opportunity to void. 

2. The opportunity to defecate. 

3 . The opportunity to eat. 

4. The opportunity to drink. 

5. The opportunity to socialize 
(viewed in another way as the 
opportunity to escape or avoid 
solitary confinement). 

Whereas the amount of case 
study writing behavior was nil prior 
to the establishment of contingency 
m.anagement, once the program was 
in effect behavior increased at a 
rapid r ate. .. 

In actual practice a behavioral 
chain was initiated by the stimulus, 
"All right now, it's time to write 

· case studies," in which each 
behavior acted as a discriminative 
stimulus (SD) for the next one in 
the chain . 

Students acted both as subjects 
and experimenters. The production 
of three pages of acceptably 
composed material resulted in the 
opportunity to void; of five pages , 
the opportunity to defecate, and so 
on. 

The successful conclusion of an 
entire case study resulted in the 
students being allowed to indulge 
simultaneously in all five 
reinforcing behaviors, · to the 
accompaniment of "Good 
girl, ___ !" and the immediate 
dispensation of 18 red M&Ms. It is 
interesting to note than an increase 
in case study writing behavior has 
been accompanied by a decrease in 
depressive behavior. Watch out, 
Sigmund Freud! 

(Editor's Note: Our apologies to 
B. F. Skinner.) 

. . . EMERGENCY AN E CD 0 T ES ================================= 
printable, some not. These are just 
a few: 

* Has sociable disease. 

* Feeling funny - wants to be 
checked - (diagnosis : g.c.) 

* Period! 

* Torn loose down there. 

* Snake in womb. 

* Has discontinued for one month, 
now has uncontrollable desire 
for intercourse. 

One always thin' ··· of emergency 
rooms as being equir ped to handle 
cardiac emergencies. f ry these for 
example. 

* Romantic heart disease. 

* Heart fluffy. 

* Heart hurts, has been told it is 
enlarged, he sees it coming out 
on chest. 

* Spitting up piece of meat from 
my heart. 

Trauma ~ constitutes a large 
portion of what any emergency 
facility is created for; though some 
of it needs immediate attention, 
most does not. 

* Ran over by dog. 

* Bumped by car while digging 
worms. 

* Manangled fracture. 

* Stab bed in chest by mother who 
went crazy and killed her pe t 
hamster. · 

* Hit by car while sitting on front 
porch. 

* Hit and ki cked by a group of 

friends. 

* Zipper caught in penis. 

* Hit in face with sugar bowl at 
Bank's Cafe. 

* Bitten in the eye by Francis 
Gomez. 

* Nose got caught in chain saw. 

* Injury to left breast, caught in 
elevator door. 

* Hit in eye by baby bed (med. 
student). 

* Injured in shower with husband 
- he slipped. 

Though psychiatrists or 
psychiatry residents are not to be 
seen frequenting the hallowed halls 
of an emergency room, occasionally 
an interesting psychiatric~ will 
happen by. 

* Nature and wildlife refugee. 

* When I close my eyes I see blood 
flowing down the back of my 
eyelids. 

* Feels unconscious at night . 

* Everything hurts, I think. 

* Personal indecision about 
working full or part-time. 

* In an outdoor toilet when it was 
picked up by a crane , has been 
all to pieces since. 

* Won't talk, can't exp lain injury. 

* I'm drunk, been on a drunk for 
two weeks and I can't get over 
it. 

G .l. problems present with 
fr equency, in a veritable plethora of 
manners these are espe cially 

unusual. 

* Pain in appendix. 

* Possible top of Preparation H 
tube in rectum. 

* Pain in side, can't have B.M., and 
something wrong with legs. 

* Crying from rectum. 

* Goal stones. 

Every clinic setting has its own 
population of chronic users and 
misusers. Sometimes, it's easy to 
tell when someone has been 
through the mill before by their 
complaints. 

* Roasted liver. 

* Roaches in liver. 

* DDT's (original case reported by 
C. Hubbard, 1972). 

* Athletic spell. 

* Athletic seizure. 

* Apple-letic seizure. 

Then there's a miscellaneous 
category that deserves mentioning. 

* Patient has glass eye, went to 
take it out and it turned over in 
the socket, needs to have it 
removed. Exam revealed no 
evidence of any glass eye. 

* Paper under tongue, unable to 
remove it by himself. 

* Eraser in ear for three years. 

* Stuff in ears. 

* Vitamin in nose. 

* Something moving in head. 

* Dog ate neighbor's chicken, 
wants a diabetic shot. 

* Phone call: "You all crowded 
down there?" 
"Yes." 
"Well, that's all right , I'll stay 
home." 

* Swallowed liquid from inside 
golf ball, vomiting and sick 

* Was sca.red by a Halloween 
mask, now has fever. 

continued next month .. .. 

gdfe :ftowi ~Mid 
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1704 Central Avenue 
Augusta, Georgia • Phone: 733-3672 
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Cosmic Telepathy 
By MARS BAR 

With the arrival of a new 
academic year and hundreds of new 
anxious students, yearning the facts 
of medicine, I have called upon my 
telepathic powers and ancient 
stellar charts to communicate with 
the future of MCG's students, 
faculty, and classes. So, here they 
are, predictions fans; the upcoming 
year perused with my cosmic 
comb! 

J. BOB TEABEA UT will be one 
year older, a little more grey and 
balder, and his liver will increase in 
size by 10 grams; CLASS OF '78 
will not like J. Bob; MIKE 
ROBERTS will not seek re-election, 
nor willhe emoll in Dental School; 
RICHARD WEINMAN will get a 
new nickname- Dick ; COURTNEY 
HOUSTON and REYNOLDS 

· . JAR VIS will develop a new interest 
in the single nursing students; FLIP 
HOMANSKY will discover the true 
meaning of heavy-200 lbs.; 
DEREN£ AKINS will start chain 
smoking and drinking Wild Turkey 
whiskey; BOB HIRSCH will break a 
wooden tennis racket over TOM 
GODWIN's head; ANDY TIC£ will 
grow five inches; MONTY 
DOBSON will start wearing white 
coats with zippers; DAN 
FERGUSON will learn to speak 
French and never lose his taste for 
day-old beer; PRICE CORR will 
speak again, but only in Latin; 
MARK "TURKEY" JONES will 
give up his medical eduootion to 
become an aborigine witch doctor; 
AL CHERER will forget how to 
sleep; CLASS OF ?7 will fall prey 
to the younger classes and fade like 
their T-shirts in the social circles; 
BILL REVELL will get married; 
ART BURROUGHS will get bitten 
by his dog; CLASS OF '79 will hire 
a Hollywood comedy writer in 
attempts to b!;tter last year's 
Freshman Stunt Night; ART 
RYDER will shave off his 
mustasche; SAM . RICHWINE will 
not get a new muffler for his van; 
BOTHWELL LEE will skip his 
sophomore year ; PARKING will be 
a greater problem; ALAIN BARON 
will purchase two new turtleneck 
sweathers; FLAMING ROMANCE 
OF THE YEAR- Linda S. & Gerry 
F .; MOST HATED COURSE BY 

PHASE 1 AND 2 STUDENTS (for 
three consecutive years} - Public 
Health and Preventive Medicine; 
LARRY PIGG will spend as little 
time as possible in Augusta .for the 
next two years; CRYSTAL 
POLATTY and SCOTTY VANN 
will get the same telephone 
number ; PEGGY HOLLOWAY will 
fall in love with a freshman med 
student; LINDA ROBERTS will be 
in Augusta longer than she 
expected; MIKE FINCK will get his 
southern drawl back ; EDDIE 
BRESNICK will let his hair grow, 
get a pair of wire rim glasses and a 
sports car with his new dough; 
DANNY McBRAYER will not 
paint his Porsche pink ; JIM 
McMILLAN will have another Rude 
Awakening; WARREN KARP will 
find happiness in other people's 
mouths; PAM MOORE will not find 
a husband in this year's freshman 
class; REBEKAH DUCK will not 
quack ; MIKE "BOOGIE" HALL 
will find true love in a hammer, but 
won't be able to nail it; BEN 
JERNIGAN · will mellow away; 
CARL WEINER will get a frog 
caught in his throat and break his 
neck; FRANK PRATT will 
continue to bitch about ETMH 
food; DAN STRICKLAND will be 
sued for libel ; CLASS OF '79 will 
question their purpose; KURT 
GREENWALL will answer only 
when · spoken to; ARNOLD 
BATSON will · wish he had chosen 
to write a thesis; MIKE LEWIS will 
wear out one pair of Earth Shoes;/ 
will never do this again; NO ONE 
will believe this feces! 

ANOTHER ODOR OF SEX? 

Well girls,- your most carefully 
guarded hangup . has finally been 
revealed. Your preoccupation with 
shaving and deodorizing your axillae 
is a form of sexual coverup. Dr. 
Benjamin Brody, a psychoanalyst at 
Adelphi U. in Manhattan says that 
biochemical and psychoanalytical 
researchers have proven that the odor 
and appearance of the armpits play a 
part in sexual attraction. Dr. 
Greenblatt, you have let us down -
all this time we have been faithfully 
ooncentra ting on other erogenous 
zones when we should have been 
smelling pits. 

-D.M.S. 

uUk. tfkenc~ 
UnlfORHl SHOP 

1519 CENTRAL A VENUE 
738-1147 

The Ballad Of The Med School Blues 
No matter how I tell this tale, the ending's sti ll the same, 
He's in your class, you know him well, so I'll not use his name. 
A young man in his twenties, he was eager to begin, 
He couldn 't wait to get to class among those med school men. 

He drove into Augusta beneath a blazing sun, 
He hung a right on 15th Street, he thought it would be fun. 
With a car trunk full of boxes and a head crammed full of dreams, 
It wasn't long before he learned that life's not what it seems. 

Yet even then he sighed and felt no small amount of pity, 
For driving in he'd seen a sign -"Augusta- Garden City" 
And as he quickly looked around for any living arborage, 
He questioned if Augustans might have really misspelled "garbage." 

That afternoon he walked around the campus he'd soon roam 
Into that building, R & E, that he would soon call home. 
A few short steps and he was lost within its sterile halls. 
lie knew he'd puke if he couldn't escape its awful whitewashed walls. 

He wandered into offices and into modules, too. 
He met a man named Bresnick, a name he soon would rue. 
Back in the hall he walked and walked until by some great luck, 
He opened up a black door and slid out like a puck. 

That night he made the nightclub rounds and ended up at Squeaks 
Drinking from a frosted mug with golde~ .base and foamy peaks. 
On his way home he hit a store and bought a six of Hamms. 
How soon he'd find that Hamms, a book, with many facts to crant . 

The second morning he awoke beneath a sulfur cloud, 
So thick it was that it would even make a skunk feel proud. 
Not knowing if the sewer broke or if he needed "ban" 
He crawled from bed beneath the smog from Continental Can. 

That second day he went downtown to see what he could find. 
"I fear," he said, "that to this town, God hasn't been too kind." 
hi buildings built before his birth, redone in gaudy tones, 
He noticed all the picture shows whose titles made him moan. 

Driving home he had to pull into .the lot at Sears. 
What roads in this town do to cars would bring a man to tears. 
He walked up to the manager and said to him, "My friend," 
"The car's all yours, now do your best, and balance the front end." 

Finally, he got his car and drove on down the road 
Past Sunset Homes upon the left as ugly as a toad; 
Past Josey High- must be~ school!!! -or either I'm quite dense, 

Cause it just ain't clear why they lock'em in "'ith a 10-foot 
chain-link fence! 

Again that night he stopped at Squeaks (you see a pattern start), 
But only some resist Squeak's call and they have steamer hearts. 
A pitcher full, a pitcher down, and that went round and round, 
So with his future pattern set, in beer a friend he'd found. 

The next day was the biggie, the one he'd wi~hed for so, 
For class began at 8 o'clock, he couldn't wait to go. 
He got to school at 6:15 and found himself a seat, 
lbinking to himself, "Oh boy, this med school stuff is neat." 

The first day of class just melted by and drew into a week; 
The second week began to drag, his interest sprung a leak; 
By mid-terms he was all upset, he couldn't think of why 
He'd slaved to get accepted, Oh he felt like he could cry. 

The days and weeks turned into months and he kept plowing on. 
By this time dreams and interest were both completely gone . 
And yet each morning he would rise and go to school each day, 
Because his life was scheduled and he knew no other way. 

So now my friends, we've reached the end,-the moral's here to read, 
For all aspiring med school's heights be sure that you take heed. 
Remember - old Augusta town and the tale of the med school blues. 
Buy a hard hat; get a job; and pay your union dues! 

- Anonymous Sophomore 
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... CHEESE & QUACK E RS ======================================================= 
total of 150. the intellect as well as those of the 

body." 
College: 1 graduated, 2 had three B J Palmer said "A patient ·can 
years, 6 had two years, 8 had one · · t the ' B J Palmer 

5 d come o .. 
yea~, I 08 had no college, 1 ha Chiropractic Clinic, Davenport, 
busmess courses, 10 had short Iowa, and be deaf, dumb and blind, 
courses for a total of 150. not telling or indicating anything -
Chiropractic School: 8 had four and we could and would loca te the 
6-month terms (2 years); 64 had cause of whatever, wherever he had, 
three 6-month terms (18 months); adjust him and send him home well. 
2 had 31Yz 6-month terms (21 Itisassimpleasthat." 
months); 57 had two 6-month If your appendix was inflamed 
terms (1 year); 13 had 1 Yz 6-mon th and perhaps on the verge of 
terms (9 months) and 6 had one bursting would you want to be 
6-month term for a total of 150. treated in the following way as set 

. forth in the book Non-Surgical 
The New York Institute of Cure of Appendicitis by 

Chiropractic 1s typ_1cal of the chiropractor Konstant Kost: "First 
"accredited" colleges m the U.S . It thing to do is flush the large 
is "accredited" b~ the National intestine with an enema. Second, 
Chiropractlc . Assocm twn only. It Is vibrate the appendix area with a 
not accredited by any high~r heavy vibrator. Third, palpate the 
educational bodies that. accredit lumbar spine very carefully and 
institutions of higher leammg m the adjust the lumbar vertebrae." 
U.S. But then ~ chiropractlc Chiropractor Joseph Janse says 
college is . accredited by these the chiropractic treatment for a 
bodies. viral disease such as polio would 

The New York Institu~e of ignore the basic principles of 
Chiropractic is housed m a preventive medicine such as the 
downt own office building where Salk vaccine. Chiropractic 
the quarters include a few treatment for polio in the initial 
classrooms, one small laboratory · stages of polio in the prodroma is 
for all the science courses, several the adjustment primarily. 
off ices with chiropractic treatment J anse along with other authors 
tables and half a dozen bookcases has published a text which is in 
called the "library." ln addition to current use in the chiropractic 
these facilities, according to their schools today. A couple of excerpts 
brochure , students have access · to are: "Careful circular ·fingertip 
the largest library in the world manipulation over the precordium . 
the New York Public Library - results in a definite relaxation of 
located a block away. the coronary arteries and has been 

The faculty of the Institute (a advocated in the treatment of 
consolidation of three former angina." "Contact at the base of 
schools) is inadequate despite the the right big toe is frequently 
boasts that it represents the "choice 
of the best talents" the predecessor 
schools could offer. 

Among the 26 staff members, in 
one recent year, only two were 
Ph.D.'s - one from the University 
of Zurich, one fro m ~o lumbia. Five 
held bachelor's deg, es in arts or 
sciences. Three had some college 
training but not enough to qualify 
for a degree. The remaining were 
without any academic background 
of any kind. 

B. J. Palm er (son of the founder 
and subsequent head of the Palmer 
College of Chiropractics) said, 
"Give us a student who has straight 
lin~ thinking and in thirty days we 
can make him into a simple 
chiroprac tor who can and will go 
forth and get more sick people well 
than any physician, surgeon, or 
practitioner of any so-called health 
profession." 

Why do these things disturb us? 
Perhaps it is the scope of 
chiropractic. It is apparently 
whatever chiropractors want to 
make it. The next few excerpts 
show the broad range of human 
illness chiropractic leaders claim 
they can treat effectively. 

/ 

H.\./y.,., 

employed in reflexly treating the 
liver- and gallbladder." (a· commonly 
known but well hidden secret by all 
general surgery housestaff) · 

Chiropractic literature is seldom 
modest in its claims. B. J. Palmer 
summed it all up succinctly when 
he said, "The cause of all disease is 
now solved" with the advent of 
chiropractic . When pressed further 
he included all disease from GC to 
men igitis and leukemia. 

In the treatment of a patient, the · 
first step must be an accurate and 
complete diagnosis and 
chiropractors are not capable of 
performing this. An inaccurate 
diagnosis may give the patient a 
false sense of security. This often 
results in the patient's loss of a 
chance of cure early and when an 
accurate diagnosis might have been 
given. Since most patients who go 
to a chiropractor do so because of 
back pain, it should be understbod 
that back pain is a phenomenon 
that is well known but difficult to 
explain. It may arise from a variety 
of illnesses from duodenal ulcer, 

ovarian problems to diseases of 
"The Gland," a term understood by 
all would-be Urologists . Effective 
treatment of back pain should be 
based on accurate scientific 
diagnosis. 

In the course of this brief, 
chiropractic has been shown to be 
unsupported by scientific proof. 
Because of this essential fallacy, 
chiropractic has done nothing to 
con tribute to the progress of 
science. 

The education is unacceptable 
because of admission requirements 
and numbers and training of the 
teachers as well as the organization 
and content of the courses. It has 
b een de mo nstrate d that 
chiropractic is dangerous because it 
leaves the patient without a 
diagnosis and without treatment 
specifically indicated for his 
particular illness . 

No University, no scientific 
group nor society supports 
chiropractic theory. How about 
you? Are you hungry for cheese 
and q uackers? 

QUALITY WORK- REASONABLE PRICES 

FRENCH DRY CLEANING CO. 
"DRIVE-BY WINDOW" 

1299 Emmett Street (one block off 15th on Central Avenue) 

Phone 733-4446 

Most Convenient Dry Cleaner to MCG On-Campus Students 

W. D. Harper, Dean of the Texas 
College of Chiropractics, said, 
"Chir~ p ractic corrects defec ts of 

"Perhaps I should explain the circumstances of your brother's death." 
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''Early Morning Alarm'' 
.For a few minutes nothing 

happened. Then three-dimensional 
pictures began to form before my 
eyes - pictures which I knew 
existed only in my own mind, yet 
which were composed of such solid 
substance that they obscured from 
view everything else in the material 
world. At first hazy and indistinct, 
the scene - for it was in no sense 
now a picture - became clear and 
sharp. And piling horror upon 
horror, sound was added to sight. 
And directly before my eyes, 
blotting out completely even the 
solid concrete of the wall only a 
few feet distant from me, I saw and 
heard something which can be 
represented only vaguely by 
imagining Dante's Inferno an 
actuality and raised to the Nth 
power. 

In a dull and gloomy cavern 
there lay , sat, and stood hordes of 
thinges. These beings - the 
"nobility" of Augusta - had 
reptilian bodies, .somewhat similar 
to Jorge Suarez's, but they had no 
wings and their· hea<ls were 
distinctly apish. rather than 
crocodilian. Every greedy eye in the 
vast throng was fixed upon an 
enormous screen which, like that in 
a motion-picture theater, walled off 
one end of the stupendous cavern. 

Slowly, shudderingly, my mind 
began to take in what was 
happening upon that screen. And it 
was really happening, I was sure of 
that - this was not a picture any 
more than this whole sccene was an 
illusion. It was all an actuality -'
somewhere. 

Upon that screen there were 
stretched out victims. Hundreds of 
these were nursing students, more 
hundreds were winged dental 
students, and scores were creatures 
whose like I had never seen even in 
the Augusta public. And all these 
were being tortured: tortured to 
death both in fashions known to 
the Inquisitors of old and in ways 
of which even those experts had 
never an inkling. Some were being 
twisted outrageously in 
three-dimensional frames. Others 
were being stretched upon racks. 
Many w.ere being pulled horribly 
apart, chains intermittently but 
relentlessly extending each helpless 
member. Still others were being 
lowered into pits of constantly 
increasing temperature or were 
being attacked by gradually 
increasing concentrations of some 
foully corrosive vapor which ate 
away their tissues, little by little. 
And, apparently the 
piece de resistance of the hellish 
exhibition, one luckless Augusta 
millionaire, in a spot of hard, cold 
light, was being pressed out flat 
against the screen, as an insect 
might be pressed between two 

(Name withheld to protect the author from commitment) 

panes of glass. Thinner and thinner 
he became under the influence of 
some awful, invisible force , in spite 
of every exertion of inhumanly 
powerful muscles driving body, tail , 
wings, arms, legs, and head in every 
fran tic maneuver which grim and 
imminent death could call forth. 

Physically nauseated, brain-sick 
at the atrocious visions blasting my 
mind and at the screaming of the 
damned assailing my ears, I strove 
to wrench my mind away, but was 
curbed savagely by a harsh voice. 

"You must stay! You~ pay 
attention!" commanded the voice. 
"This is the first time any living 
being has seen so much- you must 
stay," said the C&S loan officer 
once again. "And when the picture 
changes - as it must change, and 
soon - do not believe it. Hold fast, 
brothers and sisters of the class of 
'76, for your own lives and for the 
people of Augusta. There is "more -
and worse!" 

I stayed and I fought with all my 
stubborn, dull mind. Revolted, 
outraged, nauseated as I was at the 
sights and sounds, I stayed. 
Flinching with the victims as they 
were fed into the hoppers of slowly 
turning mills; wincing at the 
unbelievable acts of the. boilers, the 
beaters, the scourgers, the flayers; 
suffering themselves every possible 
and many apparently impossible 
nightmares of slow and hideous 
torture - with clenched fists and 
locked teeth, with sweating 
forehead over a white and straining 
face, I stayed. 

The light in the cavern now 
changed . to a strong, 
greenish-yellow _glare, and in that 
hard illumination it was to be seen 
that each dying being was 
surrounded by a palely glowing 
aura. And now, crowning horror of 
that unutterably horrible orgy of 
Sadism resublimed, from the eyes 
of each one of the monstrous 
audience there leaped out visible 
beams of force. These beams 
touched the auras of the dying 
prisoners; touched and clung. And 
as they clung, the auras shrank and 
disappeared. The Overlords of 
Augusta were actually feeding upon 
the ebbing life-forces of their 
tortured, dying victims! 

Gradually and so insidiously that 
the C&S loan officer's dire warnings 
might as well never have been 
uttered, the scene changed. Or 
rather, the scene itself did not 
change, but my perception of it 
slowly underwent such a radical 
transformation that it was in no 
sense the same scene it had been a 
few minutes before; and I felt 
almost abjectly apologetic as I 
realized how unjust my previous 
ideas had been. 

For the cavern was not a 

torture-chamber, as I had supposed. the marvelous results of his 
It was in reality a hospital, and the particular treatment or operation. 
beings I had thought victims of I now became acutely aware that 
brutalities unspeakable were in I myself was in need of immediate 
reality patients undergoing surgical attention. My body, which 
treatments and operations for I had always regarded so highly, I 
various ills. In proof whereof the now perceived to be sadly 
patients - who should have been inefficient; my mind was in even 
dead by this time were my early worse shape than my physique; and 
ideas well-founded ~ were now both body and mind would be 
being released from the .screen-like improved immeasurably if I could 
operating theater. And not only get to the Augustan hospital before 
was each one completely whole and the surgeons departed. In fact, I felt 
sound in body, but he was also an almost irresistable urge to rush 
possessed of a mental clarity; away toward that hospital 
power; and grasp undreamed of instantly, without the loss of a 
before his hospitalization and single precious second. And, since I 
treatment by Augusta's had had no reason to doubt the 
super-surgeons! evidence of my own senses, my 

Also I had misunderstood conscious mind was not aroused to 
completely the audience and its active opposition. However, in my 
behavior. They were really medical - in my subconscious, or my 
students, and the beams which had essence, or whatever you choose to 
seemed to be devouring rays were call that ultimate something of 
simply visibeams, by means of mine that makes me, me- a "dead 
which each student could follow, in slow bell" began to sound. All this 
close-up detail, each step of the terrific need to rush didn't make 
operation in which he was most sense at all, but I wanted to go so 
interested. The patients themselves badly. That was it! Cutting off the 
were living, vocal witnesses of my alarm of my clock, which read 5:00 
rnistakenness, for each, as he made am, I arose and went immediately 
his way through the assemblage of . to the bathroom, because you see, I 

·students, was voicing his thanks for · really did "have to go" badly! 

C.irculation Of 
Unbound Journals 

MCG LIBRARY 
Do any journals not circulate at all? materials. Circulation for a longer 
Yes. Those received within the last period of time makes this I]laterial 
week. unavailable but to a few users. 

May other unbound journals be How long may bound journals 
circulated? If so, how long? circulate? 

Yes. Other unbound journals may They will continue to circulate for 
circulate for two days. (e.g., if a two-week period and can be 
checked out any time on May 1, renewed by mail or in person. 
they must be returned on May 3 at 
any time.) When did this policy become 

effective? 
Who may · borrow? 
Any individuals with an MCG July 1, 1975. 
library card may borrow. 
Regulations are for faculty, staff, What happens if this system is 
and students alike . abused? 

When are journals bound? 

Usually when all issues within a 
volume plus the index are received. 
Some larger or more frequently 
published journals are bound more 
often. 

Loss of library circulation privileges 
would be in order for those 
individuals abusing the circulation 
system, as in the case of the 
circulation of books and bound 
journals. 

Can unbound journals be placed on 
Why regulate unbound journals at "hold" for a patron? 
all? 

The increase in student, staff, and 
fa culty population represents an 
increase in demand for these 

No . This would cause the journal to 
be taken from the public area, and 
thus, it would not be available to 
others. 
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••• THE GREAT WALL OF MEDICINE q3h 
most effective analgesic kn own 
HEROIN. 

All these thoughts raced through my 
mind as I counted off forty minutes. The 
pain by the time of injection was enou~h 
to drive a weak-minded person over the 
hump into insanity . (I still question my 
stabi lity due to those constant exposures 
to extreme pain.) 

My roomy wai ted for the drug to take 
effect before we continued our 
introductio ns. He stated he was from 
C.C. No . l, a notorious junk peddler 
with a pharmaceutical supply for sale. (I, 
being a WRDW "Radio-Disco" fan, 
immediately knew his home town, 
Hot-Lanta to the white folk 
C.C . = chocolate city.) That evening 
went by fast, but I still was coming up 
short on the three hours allotted for the 
Demero l to have its effect. For the 
remainder of my stay, this was the case. 
I figure d my liver and kidneys were in 
exceptionally fine condition, disposing 
of the drug faster than I would have 
preferred. Too bad a doctor couldn't 
have picked this up. 

The employees at Talmadge are unlike 
any o ther group of hospital employees. 
The m ajority are students, or partly 
educ,ated staff, who fill in for a 
hard-to-find professional. This fact takes 
away from the total professional image 
most hospitals usually have. A degree of 
chance and uncertainty is added to tha 
buzzing of the nursing station. Who will 
answer m y call? Who will sympathize 
with my needs? Who out there 
understands my needs? And with three · 
different shifts, i t was difficult 
remembering who worked when. Each 
shift has its own loser, and I, being low 
priority medical care,_ lost most of the 
time. 

About the buzzer in a patient's room 
- when you press the button that says 
CALL, all you hear is a click about as 
loud as a Bic Click Pen. So, if you are in 
urgent need of aid, you really don't 
know if the nursing station is receiving 
your CALL at all. What strange thoughts 
run through your head as you lie there 
waiting for help. If you push the button 
again, nothing happens. A feeling of 

impending doom. 
The days went by ' Jwly - counting 

minutes between injec• ..,ns, waiting for 
the pain to stop for good. One night 
hysteria broke loose. It seemed as 
though i developed a pinched nerve due 
to my thrashing around in the cast. No 
one expected any problems, thinking all 
m y pain was due to the operation or 
psych'ological. But, with the added 
discomfort of the nerve, I went wild -
yelling and screaming in agony. PAIN! 
PAIN ! What was this pain, and why were 
all these nurses standing outside and 
around my bed te lling me to wait 
another hour or so for an injection? Why 
were they not attempting to ease my 
pain ? Only one lady of a nurse r ealized 
that nurses aren't there just to 
administer drugs, and that they must 
atte mpt to use other measures to ease a 
patient's troubles. She stayed with me 
for about 30 minutes rubbing my back, 
anything to take my mind off the pain. 
Yes, this was a nurse. A person who 
understood my anxieties and tried to 
help. · 

Up un til this time, my interaction 
with the doctor 's care of the patient was 
min imal. I was relatively stable, with no 
I.V. or drastic complicating factors to 
worry about. Thus, when my night of 
~ com arrived in the shadowed halls of 

Talmadge, no intern or resident was in a 
hurry to drop in and see my "ca se ." 

I couldn't understand my situation, 
either. Why had pain se t in to disrupt my 
night? And why wasn't a "Doctor in the 
House" to come to my aid? Yes, hysteria 
can be caused by pain, ladies and 
gentlemen. I, a medical student of partly 
sound mind and a somewhat sturdy id, 
was out of control. Too many . 
contradictions were taking place for my 
stimulatory, pain-infested circuits to 
handle. A real, neuronal overload had 
taken place. 

Having spent one full hour tossing and 
turning, yelling and attempted 
lacrimation, sweating and sheet 
changing, I was given a muscle relaxer; I 
guess to decrease' sweat production to 
save changing sheets. A half hour later, 
still in pain, but unable to lift my head 
or arms off the bed, an intern breezed in 
from the dark hall that lie behind the 
Eiffel Tower. He felt my toes: warm. 
Walked up to the head of the bed and 
said he'd give me a shot of morphine. 
Wow! I was going to get a shot of the 
pure stuff. If I could only die'acetylate it 
- Heroin. I pondered the fact of 
dropping out of school to become a 
junkie, first class. . 

A full hour and a half inched by 
before I yelled and screamed enough to 
get the morphine. No relief. Another 
two and a half hour scene of hysteria 
before I was again given Demerol to kick 
out the pain. Sleep came easy now at 
6:30 AM, after a night of Hell in 
Talmadge with no one to take an interest 
in my troubles. · 

The days in Talmadge were easier- to 
handle. Sheet changing and nurse 
watching allowed sorpe distractions from 
my problems. Taking a bed bath was an 
experience, while the hand-operated 
urinal was pretty routine by the end of 
my stay, but Demerol really caused a 
good case of constipation. 

Check out time finally arrived. What a 
joy! I hurriedly awoke that morning and 
slipped back into my own threads and 
awaited a last injection before my 
departure. I buzzed the nursing station 
one last time to get my fix of Demerol. 
They came shortly, but only with 
Darvon. It seemed as though the doctor 
felt it time for me to get control of 
myself. A bottle of Darvon and Valium 
would have to keep _ watch over my 
Spinothalamic tracts. I stroked my hip , 
seeking comfort from the many 
puncture wounds, I hoped I wasn't 

HOOKED. 
I was given . a ride down in a 

wheel chair. Very courteous. As the 
lobby doors swung open the heat wave 
hit me. (Where were those cool Augusta 
summer breezes?) Sweat began to flow . I 
sta rted to ha.ve chills run up and down 
my spine. I panicked at the fact that I 
wouldn't be able to buzz a nursing 
station for any help needed, or have my 
sheets changed every day and countless 

other small things that hospitals offered 
were going to stop. 

But I was freeeee! Free to go back to 
my own pad to recuperate - play tunes 
and read my Mad Magazines in private. A 
smile came to my lips as Talmadge faded 
in t he dust of street repair. My next 
encounter with Talmadge would be from 
the other side of the sheets . Still a virgin 
JMS, but having experienred a little 
foreplay. 

AMSA FALL WORKSHOP 
The AMSA Fall Workshop for the southern regions will be held 

in Atlanta October 3-5 at the Royal Coach Conference Center on 
Howell Mill Road. 

Although the theme of the workshops is Medical Education , 
the program will address a considerable number of other areas, 
including regional affairs, NHSC opportunities, and student 
advocacy. In addition, both the AMSA president and 
president-elect will attend each of the workshops and will answer 
questions both formally and informally. 

For more information contact your AMSA class representative 
or Doug Smith. 

Welch Allyn 
Oto-Opthalmoscopes 

Littman 
Stethoscopes 

STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
ON BRAND NAME INSTRUMENTS 

AT 

MARKS SURGICAL SUPPLIES 
181 5 15th Street INC. Phone 738-2571 

Repair Service - Loaner Equipment 

Tycos 
A nero ids 

~artle~·s 

Schell 
Bags 

MA TE RNITY WEAR - UNIFORMS 

1522 WALTON WAY. AUGUSTA, GA. 



ON ADVENT'S AMAZING VIDEOBEAM™ 
COLOR TV SET, OLD MOVIES ARE AS GOOD 

AS YOU ONCE THOUGHT THEY WERE. 
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When you se.e them life-size on the . 7-foott screen of 
Advent's remarkable Video Beam TM color TV set, Elsa 
l.anchester and Boris Karloff can do the same things to you 
that they used to. (Not to mention"Charlie Chaplin and W. 
C. Fields and Clark Gable and Erroll Flynn and Rita 
Hayworth and Sidney Toler and you-say-who.) 

Even the biggest conventional TV set, the 25-inchert, 
traps performers in a little box that sits across the room. 

But the big, vividly clear VideoBeam picture puts them 
right in the room with you. And you can laugh or cry as 
you did at the movies (but in privacy and comfort). 

Advent's VideoBeam set is a unique two-piece TV set 
that receives TV programs as any other set does, but 
projects the picture onto a separate screen. The picture is in 
superb color (no dots or lines to break it up), which means 
that Cher and Mannix and Jacques Cousteau and Joe 
Namath can be seen at their best. 

VideoBeam ™ color television is the product of seven 
years' development by a company already known for 
exceptional stereo equipment. And it's as thoroughly tested 
and reliablett a new product as you've ever seen. (As part 
of its testing program, for instance, Advent sold the set for a 
year only in its own home area, and kept direct tabs on how 
it performed and held up in people's homes.) 

To enjoy the big VideoBeam picture, you need as much 
room as you would for a ping-pong table. The other 
requirement is a good antenna or cable connection for the 
clear reception that the super-revealing picture demands. 

The VideoBeam set costs $3,695.00. That ain't hay (as 
they say), but it's less than any new car you can easily name 
- and infinitely more entertaining these days. You can 
expect that entertainment to go on for years, at pennies per 
hour. 

Come see for yourself just how amazing a television set 
can be today! 

tDiagonal measure. ttThe VideoBeam warranty provides one year of free parts and labor. There is no charge for in-home service 
if you live within 15 miles of our store. 

THE AUDIO OUTLET 
2116 WALTON WAY 

Georgia's Hi-Fi Leaders, Always Have Been, Always Will Be! 
SAVANNAH (912) 354-3131 AUGUSTA 738-7171 MACON (912) 781-1771 
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